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There is a continuing need for evolution of cell production lines. The following are likely to be issues in development when establishing an evolved cell production line:
(1) A flexible line composition that can cope with rapid fluctuations in demand, and has a rapid model changeover function (2) A supply system that achieves the inventory of a minimum quantity of components in the ultra-multi-model small-lot production system.
First, we describe a bottleneck in the automatic opportunity application to the cell production line supply. We focused our studies on the re-instruction time needed for line change/model switching.
In this study, playback-type navigation is proposed for a Fig. 1 . Playback-type navigation human-guided robot position teaching and autonomic transfer system, as a means to reduce the aforementioned re-teaching time. STEP1 One of the elements is human-following basic pathteaching. The robot is taught its basic path along with major landmarks and the target position. The robot then generates an internal map based on the taught path and points. At this stage, the map consists of odometry-based lines and points. STEP2 Another element is playback-type autonomic robot transfer. The robot moves by itself by using the safety assurance technology to avoid obstacles. Transfer path information is based on the previously taught basic path, but new information is added to the map while moving along the path.
In conclusion, the technique of the playback type navigation is shown as a means to reduce the aforementioned re-teaching time. The route instructions using a playback-type navigation system have proved that the route teaching time can be reduced by a factor of 48. This research intends to develop the basic concepts of an experimental "human-friendly" robot, which flexibly moves and supports cell-based production. The development concept is to design a robot capable of autonomic transfer and intelligent operation by responding to a call by an operator and performing the instructed operations. In this system, the robot follows the human teacher to learn the safe basic path, and plays back the taught information while independently moving along the taught path. We call it 'playback-type navigation'.
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